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Images on Wikipedia

You’ll notice that 
articles on Wikipedia 
often have images 
included in them .

They are usually 
photographs of the 
article’s subject.
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Images on Wikipedia

Most Wikipedia images, 
like this one, are files that 
were uploaded to 
Wikimedia Commons 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Frida_Kahlo,_by_Guillermo_Kahlo.jpg
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Open your sandbox 
to try uploading an 
image and see how 
it works!

Go to your toolbar 
and click Insert, 
then Media.

Adding images in your Sandbox
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Here, you can search 
Wikimedia Commons 
for relevant images 
and add them to your 
Sandbox.

Searching for Images
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Alternatively, you can 
click the Upload tab 
and then Select a file 
from your computer to 
upload a new image to 
Wikimedia Commons. 

Uploading an image
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You’ll notice that you have to license the work when you upload and confirm that 
you own the copyright to the file. If you plan on uploading an image this way, click 
here to learn more about this particular Creative Commons license. 

Images and Copyright

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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The Upload Wizard

You can also use the 
Wikimedia Commons 
Upload Wizard here 
to upload an image 
under a different 
license. 

Once you’ve uploaded your file, click “Use a 
different license” to see the other Creative 
Commons licenses available for use. 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Special:UploadWizard
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Choosing different 
licenses will affect 
how others can use or 
share the image you 
upload. 

Click here to learn 
more about each one 
of these licenses.

Creative Commons Licenses

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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Images and Fair Use

Fair Use is a legal provision that allows you to 
use a copyrighted image in certain contexts — for 
example, this Cindy Sherman photograph we’re 
showing you here (for educational purposes!) 

If you want to use an image under Fair Use, you 
can’t upload it to Wikimedia Commons, which 
is an international project. Fair use is a legal 
concept specific to the U.S. 

If you absolutely need to upload an image that is 
licensed under fair use, you can upload it directly 
to English Wikipedia, but it’s discouraged.

Cindy Sherman, Untitled Film 
Still #58, 1980. Gelatin silver 
print, 20.3 x 25.4 cm, edition 
1/10. Solomon R. Guggenheim 
Museum. 
https://www.guggenheim.org/arts-
curriculum/topic/cindy-sherman

https://www.guggenheim.org/arts-curriculum/topic/cindy-sherman
https://www.guggenheim.org/arts-curriculum/topic/cindy-sherman


Here's an example of an 
artistic work that was 
uploaded under Fair Use for 
the article about Kara Walker. 

You can click here to access 
the upload form for English 
Wikipedia. 

Fair Use and English Wikipedia
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Kara_Walker_-_%27The_Means_to_an_End--A_Shadow_Drama_in_Five_Acts%27,_etching_and_aquatint,_5_panels,_1995,_HAA.JPG
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Kara_Walker_-_%27The_Means_to_an_End--A_Shadow_Drama_in_Five_Acts%27,_etching_and_aquatint,_5_panels,_1995,_HAA.JPG
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kara_Walker
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Special:Upload


Congrats! 

You’ve mastered this lesson on 
Adding Images, and are ready to 
learn to Create a New Article. 


